Anxiety states: a review of conceptual and treatment issues.
The aim is to review studies published between August 2004 and July 2005, which address selected conceptual and treatment issues regarding various anxiety states. It remains unclear whether anxiety states are to be better conceptualized as several putatively distinct diagnostic entities or as one broadly conceived syndrome within which there are no clear boundaries between various manifestations of anxiety. The efficacy of selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors and venlafaxine in the treatment of anxiety states has been demonstrated by recent studies, but the comparisons between these agents did not show consistent advantages of one over the other. Novel medications for anxiety states, especially pregabalin, hold promise, but require further study. Cognitive-behavioural therapy for panic disorder is not only efficacious in controlled trials, but appears effective in routine clinical settings. A novel approach to the combined treatment of anxiety states may involve adding to behaviour therapy a medication that enhances associative learning. There is a need for further studies to improve conceptualization and classification of anxiety states. Optimal treatment approaches to anxiety states continue to involve cognitive-behavioural therapy and pharmacotherapy. Under certain circumstances, careful combinations of these basic treatment modalities may produce further benefits.